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This paper investigates unite-dimensional flexible Lie-admiss~bie algebras A over 
fields of characteristic 0. Under these hypotheses the vector space A with the Lie 
product [x, y I= xy - yx is a Lie algebra, denoted by A -. The main result of this 
work gives a characterization of those flexible Lie-admissible algebras for which the 
solvable radical of A - is a direct summand of A -. Included in this class of algebras 
are a11 flexible Lie-admissible A for which A- is a reductive Lie algebra. Our 
technique is to view A as a module for a certain semisimple Lie algebra of 
derivations of A and to see what restrictions the module structure imposes on the 
multiplication of A. A subsequent investigation will show that this module 
approach can afso be used to determine the flexible Lie-admissible algebras A for 
which the radicat of A - is abelian. 
1. ~~TR~DuCT~~N 
Throughout this paper all algebras and modules are j?nite-dimensional. 
Let A be an algebra over a field and denote by A+ and A- the vector 
space A under the products x o y = xy + yx and [xy] = xy - yx, respectively. 
Then A is said to be Lie-admissible if A- is a Lie algebra. If for each x f A, 
ad, is the linear transformation on A given by ad,(y) = [xy], then Lie- 
admissibility is equivalent to the condition that ad, is a derivation of A- for 
all X. 
Suppose now that (x, y, z) = (q) z - x(yz). Then A is said to beflexible if 
(x, y, x) = 0 for all x and y in A. It was noted by Anderson [2] that A is 
flexible if and only if ad, is a derivation of A + for all x in A. 
Under the combined hypotheses that A is flexible and Lie-admissible, ad, 
is a derivation of A + and A-, hence of A also. For each subspace 3 of A 
such that B- is a Lie subalgebra of A-, ad(B) = {ad, IX E B} is a Lie 
subalgebra of the derivation algebra Der A of A. In particular, if F is of 
characteristic 0, then there are SUbSQXeS S,,..., S,, R of A so that the Levi 
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decomposition of A- is given by A- = S; @ a.. @ S; + R-, where R- is 
the solvable radical of A-, and S;,..., S; are simple Lie algebras. Then for 
S = S, @ .a. 0 S,, ad(S) is a semisimple subalgebra of Der A, and A is a 
module for ad(S). Our approach is to study A as a module for ad(S), and to 
see what conditions the module structure places on products in A. 
Since S- is a semisimple Lie algebra, R regarded as an ad(S)-module is a 
direct sum of irreducible ad(S)-modules, and each irreducible ad(S)-module 
M is a tensor product M, @ M, @ . .. @ M, , where Mi is an irreducible 
ad(Si)-module for each i E {l,..., n}. The set T(M) = (i 1 1 < i < n, 
dim M, > 1) is called the support of M, and for each subset r E { 1,2,..., n} 
we denote by R, the sum of all irreducible submodules of R of support Z? In 
case T=B, {i), or {i,j}, we shall usually write R,,, Ri, Rij respectively 
instead of R,. It will be helpful to express A as the vector space direct sum 
of ad(S)-modules 
(1.1) 
where r ranges over all nonempty subsets of (1,2,..., n). Our first objective 
is to obtain information about where the products of elements in the different 
subspaces of this decomposition lie. 
For the moment, let us assume that A is an arbitrary algebra over a field F 
of characteristic 0 and that L is a semisimple Lie algebra of derivations of A. 
Then A=V,@..s @ V,, where the Vi are irreducible L-modules. The 
product V,. x V, -+ A followed by the projection onto V, induces an L-module 
homomorphism from I’, x I’, to Vt, since L is contained in the derivation 
algebra of A. Conversely, for any Lie algebra L, by taking a sum of 
irreducible L-modules A = I/, @ ... 0 V,, and prescribing L-module 
homomorphisms from V, @ V, to V,, one can define a product on A so that 
L acts as derivations on A. When the field is algebraically closed, the * 
number of such homomorphisms can be computed using 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Assume L is a semisimple Lie algebra over an 
algebraically closedjield of characteristic 0. Let U be an L-module such that 
U = U, @ . . . @ Cl,,, where the Vi’s are irreducible L-modules, and let W be 
an irreducible L-module, then dim Hom,(U, W) is the number of Vi’s 
isomorphic to W. 
Proof: See [3]. 
An immediate consequence of Proposition ‘1.2 is that if A = V, @ . .a @ V, 
as a direct sum of irreducible L-modules, and if x E I/, and y E Vj, then xy is 
contained in the sum of those Vk’s which are isomorphic to irreducible 
submodules of Vi 0 Vj. As a special case, if dim Vi = 1 = dim Vi, then xy is 
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contained in the sum of the l-dimensional modules. Thus, the set Ker L of 
elements of A annihilated by L forms a subalgebra. Similarly, the image 
Im L of A under L times Ker L in either order lies in Im L. We shall apply 
these ideas to the ad(S)-decomposition (1.1) of the flexible Lie-admissible 
algebra A to obtain 
LEMMA 1.3. (i) For each subset r of (l,..., n}, the subspace 
B,=z Sit 2 R,tR, 
ier ASI- 
is a subalgebra of A. In particular, B, = R, is a subalgebra. 
(ii) SfsS,tR,tR,. 
(iii) S,S, E R, for i #j. 
(iv) SiR,~SitR,andR,S,cS,tR,. 
ProoJ: If d(i) = { 1,2,..., n} - {i}, then BACo is the subspace of A 
annihilated by the algebra ad(S,) of derivations of A, and so B,,,, is a 
subalgebra of A. Part (i) follows from the fact that 
for each subset r of {I,..., n) including the empty set. The case.r= ( 1 } gives 
part (ii). Since, for i # j, 
SiS~EBi/=S,tS,tRijtR,tR/tR~, 
SrSj c (Im ad(S,))(K er ad(Si))) E Im ad(S,), 
S,S, G (Ker ad(S,))(Im ad(S,)) E Im ad(SJ 
and since Im ad(S,) = S, t Cisd RA, we obtain 
SiSj E (Im ad(Si)) n (Im ad(S,)) n B, = R,, 
which is part (iii). Also, 
StR, c (Im ad(S,))(Ker ad(S,)) c Im ad(S,), 
SIR, c B,B, !z B,, 
giving S,R, c (Im add(S,)) CT Bi = Si + R,, and similar R,S, c S, + R,. 1 
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2. PROOF OF THE BASIC RESULT 
In this section we shall establish 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S,, S, ,..., S,, W be flexible Lie-admissible algebras 
over a field F, where multiplication in Si is denoted by ei for each i. Assume 
Ki( , ) is the Killing form on S;. Let a , ,..., a,, be elements of W satisfying 
[ai, W] = 0 for 1 < i < n, and let T, ,..., T,, be a set of linear functionals 
defined on W such that Ti( [ W, W]) = 0 for 1 < i Q n. Then the algebra 
A = C Si + W with multiplication given by 
xy=x*iy+Ki(x,y)ai fOrX,y E Sf, 
xy = 0 forxESi, YESj, i#j, (2.2) 
xa = T,(a) x = ax fOrXESi, aE W, 
and by defining the product ab of two elements a, b E W to be the same in A 
as in W is a flexible Lie-admissible algebra. Conversely, tf A is a flexible 
Lie-admissible algebra over afield F of characteristic 0 wih a subalgebra W 
and subspaces S, ,..., S, such that S; ,..., S; are central simple Lie algebras 
over F and such that A- = S; @ ..a 0 S; 0 W-, then A arise from the 
above construction. 
Remarks. (1) The special case of the above construction when n = 1, 
a, = 0, and S, is a Lie algebra has been shown to be flexible and Lie- 
admissible by Myung [7]. 
(2) If F is algebraically closed, then in the last statement of the 
theorem we need only assume that the SF’S are simple and it will follow that 
they are central simple over F (see [5, Chap. lo]). The central simplicity of 
S; will be used in the proof of the last statement of Theorem 2.1 to conclude 
that any associative bilinear form is a multiple of the Killing form. It is 
possible to drop central simplicity (and assume only that the S;‘s are 
simple) if we modify the first equation of (2.2) by replacing the term 
K,(x, y) a, by &fJx, y) at,, where each fit is an associative bilinear form on 
S; and where each au E W and [a,j, W] = 0. 
(3) One may view Theorem 2.1 as a reduction theorem in the sense 
that it reduces the study of the structure of flexible Lie-admissible algebras of 
characteristic 0 to the subclass of algebras A such that no simple subalgebra 
of A- centralizes the radical of A-. However, we see no reason to believe 
that this reduction will be helpful in studying the general case. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We show first that the algebra constructed above 
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is flexible and Lie-admissible. It follows from the first relation of (2.2) that 
[XTY] =X*iY-Y i f * x or x,y E Si, so that the commutator of two elements 
of Si is the same whether computed using the product in A or using the 
original product in Si. From the remaining relations of (2.2) we see that A - 
is the direct sum of S;,..., S;, W-, and hence A - is a Lie algebra. 
To show flexibility, we verify that the linearized form of the flexible 
identity, 
(x, Y, z) + (z, Y, x> = 0, (2.3) 
holds for all ways of choosing x, y, z from Si,,.., S, and W. If x and z come 
from the same subspace, it is sufficient o show the special case z =x, since 
the more general case will follow from this by linearization. 
When x, y, z E W, then (2.3) is valid because W is a flexible subalgebra of 
A. For a, b E W and x, y E S, we have using (2.2) 
(a, x, a) = (ax) a - a(xu) = T&z) xu - U(Ti(U) x) = 0, 
(a, b, x) + (x, b, a) = (ub) x - u(bx) + (xb) a - x(bu) 
= T,(ub) x - Ti(b) ax + T,(b) xa - T,(bu) x 
= Ti(ub - bu) x = 0, 
(X, U, X) = (T,(U) X) X - X(ri(U) X) = 0, 
(4 XT Y> + (Y, 4 a) = (T,(u) x) y - u(xy) + (yx) a - Y(T,(U) x> 
= Ti(U)(XY -Yx) -“(X *iY + Ki(x9.Y) Ui) 
+ (Y *j x + Ki(Y9 x, ui) u 
= T,(u)(xy-yx)- Ti(u)(x*iy-y*ix) 
- zq(x, y)(uu, - ala) = 0. 
Also, if a E W, x E Si, y E Sj, for i fj, we obtain 
Cx9 GY) + (Yv”vx)= (Ti(u)x)Y-xx(T,(u)Y> + (T,(a)Y>x-Y(Ti(u>x) 
= 0, 
(4 X9 Y> + (Y, X9 a) = (T,(u) X> Y - u(O) + (O) a -Y(Ti(u) x 
= 0, 
Thus, (2.3) holds if at least one of x, y, z is in W. 
481/71/l-2 
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If x,y E S,, we obtain 
(x,~,x)=tx*,~+~,tx,~)u,)x--(~*,x+~,(y,x)~,) 
~(x*~~)*~x+K~(x*~~~x)ai+K~(x~~)~*X 
-x*,(y*,X)-K,(x,y*ix)U,--K,(X,y)xU, 
=K,(x,X*,y)U,-Ki(y*ix,X)a, 
= qx, [WI) u , = K,([x, Xl9Y) ai = 0 
using the associativity of the Killing form K, and the fact that S, is flexible 
under*,.Forx,yES,andzES,forj#i,wehave 
(x, z, x) = (xz) x - x(zx) = 0, 
(x~Y,z)+(z,Y,x)=( x *f Y + Ki(x9Y) ut) z - z(Y *ix + Kt(Yv x) u(> 
= qx, y)(qz - zu,) = 0. 
Finally, (2.3) is satisfied if x E S,, y E Sj, z E S, for i, j, k distinct. We have 
shown that the algebra constructed in Theorem 2.1 is flexible and Lie- 
admissible. 
Conversely, suppose that A is a flexible Lie-admissible algebra of charac- 
teristic 0 with a subalgebra W and subspaces S,,..., S, such that A- = 
S; @ . . . @ S; @ W- where the SF’S are simple Lie algebras. There are 
subspaces ,, + 1 ,..., S,, R of W such that the Levi decomposition of W- is 
given by 
where each S; is a simple Lie algebra and here R- is the radical of W-. 
Thus A- = C S; + C 3, + R-, showing that R- is the radical of A-. Since 
A- is a direct sum of C S; and W-, the space R, defined in the 
Introduction is zero if rn (l,..., n} # 0. Then Lemma 1.3 yields 
SiSj c R, = 0 for 1 < i, j < n and i #j, 
S:ESi+R,SSi+R for 1 < i Q n, 
S,S, G R,, = 0 forl<i,<n<k<m. 
Also, if 1 < i < n and k E r E {n + l,..., m}, then 
S,R, c (Im ad(S,))(Ker ad(SJ) G Im ad(Si), 
SIR, G Ker ad(SJ)(Im ad(S,J) c Im ad(S,), 
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giving 
S,R, = (Im ad(Si)) n (Im ad($J) = 2 R, = 0. 
rzfi,kl 
Thus, 
17 
St WG C SiSk + C S,Rr + SiR, = S,R, E St, 
k rz0 
where the last inclusion is by Lemma 1.3(iv). We note also that [S,, W] c 
[Si,R,]=O for l(i<n. If OfaER,, the space Fa is an irreducible S,- 
module, and the only possible S,-module homomorphism Fu @ S, -+ Si is a 
multiple of scalar multiplication on S,. Thus, there exists an element 
T&z) E F, depending on a, such that ax = T,(a) x for all x E Si. It is clear 
that Ti is a linear functional which may be defined on all of W. Since 
0 = (a, b, x) t (x, b, a) 
= (ab) x - a(Ti(b) x) t (Ti(b) x) a - x(ba) 
= Ti(ab) X - Ti(Ub) X = Ti( [a, 61) X 
for a, b E W and x E Si, we see that Ti( [ W, W]) = 0. We have verified the 
last two relations of (2.2). 
Ifx,yESi for 1 (iQn, we may write 
XY=X *i.Y + Q(x,JJ) 
where x *iy E Si and where Q(x,Y) E R,. Letting U, ,..., U, be a basis of R,, 
we have 
Q(x, y) = i Q/k V) uk 
k=l 
for elements Q,(x, JJ) E F. It is clear that the map Si x Si -+ F given by 
(x, y) -+ Q,(x, y) is a bilinear form. Since ad, is a derivation of A for z E Si, 
and since ad, R, = 0, we obtain 
+x Q/h [z,Yl) #k* 
k 
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The u,-component of this equation is 
0 = Qic([z, ~I,Y) + Q&v [z,YI), 
which shows that Qk is an associative bilinear form. If F is algebraically 
closed, any associative bilinear form is just a scalar multiple of the Killing 
form Ki on Si [4, p. 1181. If F is not algebraically closed, we note that the 
associativity of Qk means that is the composite of the natural map Si X Si -+ 
Si @ Si with an ad(Si)-module map of Si @Si into F. But since S,: is central 
simple over F, 
dim Horn ad(Si)(Si 0 si, f’) G dim Hom,d,,sjjK,((Si)K 0 (Si)K 3 K) = 1, 
where K is the algebraic closure of F, and (Si)K = Si OF K. Thus Qk must 
already be an F-multiple of the Killing Form. It follows that 
Xy=X*iy+ra,Ki(X,y)u,=X*iy+Ki(X,y)Ui, 
where a,=~,a,u,ER,~ W. To see that [ai,b]=O for all bE W, we 
calculate that 
0 = (h X,Y) + (y, x, b) = (T,(b)x)y - b(xy) + (yx) b -y(T,(b)x) 
= T,(b)(X *i Y t K~(x, y) Ui) - b(X *i y + K~(x, y) Ui) 
t(.J'*iXtK,(y,X)Ui)b-Ti(b)(y*iXtKi(J',X)Ui) 
=-Ki(X,y)bUi+K,(y,X)Uib=K,(X,y)[U,,b]. 
Finally, we must show that Si is flexible and Lie-admissible under the 
product *i. For the latter, we note that 
X *jy-y *iX=Xy-YX, 
and since the product in A is Lie-admissible, so is the product *i in Si. Flex- 
ibility follows from the calculation 
(X*jy)*X-X*j(y*jX) 
=(X*iy)X-Ki(X*iy,X)Ui-X(yaiX)tKi(X,y*iX)Ui 
= (XY - Ki(X, J') ui) X - X( YX - Ki( Y, X) ui) 
-Ki(XhiY-Y*iX,X)Ui 
= -Ki(x, y)(U,x - XUJ - K,(xy - yx, x) a, 
=Ki([y,X]>X)Ui=Ki(y, [X,X])Ui=O* I 
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3. FLEXIBLE LIE-ADMISSIBLE ALGEBRAS WITHA- SIMPLE 
In the second half of Theorem 2.1, S, is a flexible Lie-admissible algebra 
under the product *(, with the additional property that S; is a simple Lie 
algebra. In this section we prove a theorem concerning the structure of such 
algebras. Although this is a known result in the case that the field is 
algebraically closed of charanteristic 0 [8, Theorem 3.41, we include a proof 
in that case as well, because our methods are different from those of Myung 
and Okubo. The approach we adopt for algebraically closed fields is an 
application of the module techniques discussed in Section 1, and requires 
nothing more than some patient calculations with Weyl’s dimension formula 
and with weights. 
Assume now that A is a flexible Lie-admissible algebra over a field F of 
characteristic 0 such that A- is a simple Lie algebra. These assumptions 
imply that A has the same underlying vector space as A- and that A admits 
A- as derivations since ad(A) is a subalgebra of Der A. Thus, in light of 
Section 1, the problem of determining all possible products on A which 
admit ad(A) as derivations is equivalent o the following one. Given a simple 
Lie algebra L over a field of characteristic 0, view L as an L-module via the 
adjoint representation, and then determine all L-module homomorphisms 
from L @L to L. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose L is a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically 
closed jield K of characteristic 0. Then 
dim, ZZom,(L @ L, L) 
I 
2 if L isomorphic to de(m) for m > 3 
= 
1 otherwise. 
Zf L is isomorphic to &‘(m) let x # y = xy + yx - (2/m) tr(xy)Z, where tr 
denotes the trace; otherwise let x # y = 0. Then for any v, E Hom,(L @ L, L) 
where a, /? E K. 
dxOY)=+Y] +Px#v, (3.2) 
ProoJ: It follows from Proposition 1.2 that dim, Hom,(L @L, L) equals 
the number of times L appears in the decomposition of L @L into 
irreducible L-modules. So we have reduced the problem to decomposing 
L @L into irreducible summands. 
To do this, let L = H 0 C, L, be the Cartan decomposition of L relative 
to the Cartan subalgebra ZZ. Then there are certain linear functionals A, ,..., ;1, 
on H (the so-called basic weights) such that every irreducible L-module is of 
the form V(1) where ;1 is a linear combination of the Ai with non-negative 
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Lie algebra Adjoint representation decomposition and dimensions 
c, 123 
1(21+ 1jxq2jrt I)= 
(21+3)(2Z+1)(I+1)2t (21+3)(21+i)f(l-1) 
6 2 
*(2~+1)(1-Itt(21+3)(21-1)~(f-1)+1(21+1!+1 
6 
- 
Dr 
V(d,) @ V@,) = V(U,) 0 V(d ( t d3 + a,) 8 V(2zn,) 6 v-p.,) @ v(2nJ 0 V(d,) t V(O) 
28 x 28 = 300 t 350 -I- 35 -t- 35 t 35 t 28 -I- 1 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Lie algebra Adjoint representation decomposition anddimensions 
= 0 0 0 E6 
V(A,) 0 V(A,)V(U,) V@,)O V@, + &I W,) wa 
78 x 78 = 2430 + 2925 + 650 + 78 + 1 
E, 
V(,l,)@ V(A,)= V(21,)O V&)0 W,)O W*)@ w 
133 x 133 = 7371 + 8645 + 1539 + 133 + 1 
4 V@,) 0 W,) = vu 0 V(&) 0 W,) 0 V(&)O V(O) 
248 x 248 = 27,000 + 30,380 + 3875 + 248 + 1 
F.4 
V(l,)O V(A,))= Y(2L,)O V&)0 HO W)O WY 
52 + 52 = 1053 + 1274 + 324 + 52 + 1 
G2 
v(n,)o Y(&)= QI,)@ V(U,)O V(U,)O qb)O v4 
14 x 14 = 77 + 77 + 27 + 14 + 1 
integer coefficients. The dimension of V(A) can be computed from Weyl’s 
formula [4, p. 1391 using the integers m, ,..., m, where 1= M,J, + a.. + m,l,. 
The module V(J) is the sum of spaces corresponding to linear functionals, 
called the weights of V(n), which can be determined from 1. The weights of 
V(A) @ V(D) are just the sums of the weights of V(A) with those of I+). 
Therefore, either using the weights and Weyl’s formula or Steinberg’s 
formula [4, p. 1411 one can decompose V(n) @ V(U) into the sum of 
irreducible L-modules. For the adjoint representation the results of these 
calculations are displayed in Table I. From this table we see that if the Lie 
algebra is not of type A, for I > 2, the adjoint representation appears only 
once in the decomposition. Thus, by Proposition 1.2 there can be at most 
one homomorphism, up to scalar multiple, from L 0 L to L, and such a 
homomorphism is the Lie product. 
For algebras of type A, with I > 2, the adjoint representation appears twice 
in the decomposition, indicating that there are two linearly independent 
homomorphisms from L @L to L. One, of course, is given by the Lie 
product, and to describe the other, we identify A, with (I + 1) x (I + 1) 
matrices of trace 0. Then it is easy to check that 
x#y=xy+yx- & trCv9 Z 
determines another L-module homomorphism from L 0 L to L. Since these 
two homomorphisms are linearly independent, they are a basis for 
Hom,(L @L, L), and from this follows the remainder of the lemma. m 
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LEMMA 3.3. Assume L is a central simple Lie algebra over aJeld E of 
characteristic 0. Then 
dim, Hom,(L @ L, L) = 
2 if LisoftypeA,forl>2 
1 
otherwise. 
Proof. Let K denote the algebraic closure of E and L, = L BE K. Then 
dim, Hom,,JL, @ L,, LK) > dim, Hom,(L @ L, L), 
since each element in Hom,(L @ L, L) lifts to one of Hom,JL, @ L,, LK). 
The map x 0 y -+ [xy] is in Hom,(L @L, L) so dim, Hom(L @L, L) > 1. 
Now L, is a simple Lie algebra over K, since L is central simple (see ]5, 
Theorem 3, p. 2921. Hence, if L, is not of type A, for l> 2, then 
dim, Hom,&Lx @ L, , LK) = 1 by the previous lemma, and 
dim, Hom,(L @L, L) = 1 in this case. If L, is of type A, for l> 2, then we 
can conclude that dim, Hom(L @ L, L) = 1 or 2. Because L is a form of A,, 
there are two possibilities for L [5, Theorem 13, p. 3101: either (1) there is a 
central simple associative algebra G such that [GG] = L or (2) there is a 
simple associative algebra G with involution of the second kind such that if 
S denotes the skew elements of G and Z-Z the symmetric elements relative to 
the involution, then G= S @ H, and L = [S, S]. In the first case 
G = [GG] @ EZ where [GG] = L, and the map x @ y -+ xy + yx followed by 
the projection onto L gives an L-module homomorphism of L @L to L. Let 
x # y denote the image of x @ y under this map. Then 
dim, Hom(L 0 L, L) = 2 in this case and each homomorphism has the form 
where (r, p E E. In the second case G = S @ H = [S, S] 0 Eq 0 H, where q 
lies in the center of G and q is a skew element relative to the involution. 
Since each of the spaces L = [S, S], Eq, and H is an L-module under the 
adjoint action, it follows that the map x @ y + q(xy + yx) followed by the 
projection onto L gives an L-module of L @ L to L. Again if x # y denotes 
the image, the same conclusions hold as in the first case. m 
LEMMA 3.4. Let L be a simple Lie algebra over a field F of charac- 
teristic 0, let E be the centroid of L, let # be the product defined above when 
L is of type A, for 1) 2, and let # be the zero product when L is of any other 
type. Then any o E Hom,(L @ L, L) has the form 
~(xOY)=a[x,Yl +Px#Y (3.5) 
for some a, p E E. 
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Proof: Since F has characteristic 0, the extension E/F is separable, and 
so E OF E = H, @ . . . @ H,, where each Hi is isomorphic to E as an E- 
algebra [ 1, p. 3 I]. For 1 < i < n, let ei be the identity element of Hi. Upon 
scalar extension, the centroid E acting on L becomes the E-algebra E OF E 
acting as the centroid on L, = L OF E, and clearly L, = xi @ e,L,. The 
map 19~: L -+ e,L, given by Bi(x) = e,(x @ 1) is easily seen to be an F-algebra 
homomorphism, and the kernel is zero since L is simple. If dim, L = m, we 
have 
mn = n dim, L = c dim,(Im 19~) < 2 dim,(eiL,) 
i i 
= dim,(L,) = mn, 
showing that dim,(Im Si) = dim,(e,L,) for each i, or that each Bi is onto. 
Thus, each summand e,L, of L, is isomorphic to L as an F-algebra, 
although each e,L, is normally to be thought of as an algebra over E, over 
which it is central simple. In the remainder of the proof, we shall write Li for 
e,(L,) in order to simplify the notation. Thus we have L = xi @ Li where 
each Li is a central simple E-algebra isomorphic to L. 
Now any p E Hom,(L @ L, L) may be lifted in a unique way to 
~1’ E HomLE(LE 0 L,, LA, and 
Hom&, 0 L,, LE) = HomLE ((TLi)@(TLi)y(TL*)) 
= r @ HomLE(Li @ Lj, LJ. 
i,j,k 
If i #j, L, 0 L, is an irreducible L,-module whose dimension is m* # m = 
dim Li, and so HomLE(Li @ Lj, L,J = 0 for i#j. Also if 
w E HomJLi @ Li, Lk) where i # k, we observe that for any x E L, and 
y, z E Li we have 
a&My 0 4) = v@d,(y 0 4) 
= v((ad, y) 0 z + Y 0 (ad, z)) 
= y(O) = 0. 
Then I&Y 0 z) is an element of L, annihilated by ad(L,), and so 
w(y @ z) = 0. We have shown that Hom,&L, @ Li, Lk) = 0 for i # k, and 
hence 
Hom&, 0 L,, LE) = C 0 Hom,JLi 0 Li, Li) 
i 
(3.6) 
= 2 @ Hom,i(L, @ Li, Li). 
i 
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If we write the extension cp’ of v, in the form 
we see from (3.6) that e,@ E Horn,,@,@ L,,L,) (or, more precisely, the 
restriction of eiq’ to L, @ L, is an element of Horn&, @ Li, L,), and e,(p’ 
annihilates Lj @ L, if j and k are not both i). By Lemma 3.4, 
eirp’((eix)O(e,y))=ai[e,x,eiyl +Pi@ix>#(eiY) 
for some fixed a,, pi E E and for all x,y E L, since Li is central simple over 
E. Hence, 
fp(x By) = fp’(x @ y) = C e&(x 0 y) = C eiV’((eiX) 0 (w)> 
i i 
= C {a,[ei% eiY1 +Pi(W)# +wN 
=iCx,e,[X,y] +CPiei(X#.Y)=a[&Yl +Px#Y 
i i 
for all x,y E L, where a = xi a,ei E C and /3 = xi Piei E C. Since 
for all x, y E L, it follows that a, B E E. 1 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume A is a flexible Lie-admissible algebra over afield 
of characteristic 0 such that A- is a simple Lie algebra. Then either 
(1) A- is of type A, over its centroid E for I> 2, and there is a central 
simple associative algebra G over E such that [G, G] = A-, or there is a 
simple associative algebra G with involution of the second kind such that 
A- = [S, S] where S is the set of skew elements. For x,y E A- if x #y 
denotes the projection of q(xy + yx) onto A- where q is a skew central 
element, then multiplication in A is given by 
x*y=f[xy] +Px#y (3.8) 
for some fixed b E E or 
(2) A is a Lie algebra. 
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ProoJ In view of Lemmas 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4. it only remains to show why 
the coefficient a in (3.4) becomes f in (3.8). This follows from 
[x,y] =x*y-y*x 
=a[xy]+px#y-a[yx]-/3yfx=2a[xy]. I 
COROLLARY 3.9. If A is a power-associative, jlexible Lie-admissible 
algebra over a field of characteristic 0, such that A- is a simple Lie algebra, 
then A is a Lie algebra. 
Proof: As a result of Theorem 3.7, we may assume A- is of type A, over 
its centroid E for I> 2. Let K denote the algebraic closure of E. Then 
A OE K is a power-associative, flexible, Lie-admissible algebra over K, and it 
is isomorphic to &(l + 1) for 12 2, with multiplication given by x * y = 
3 [xy] + bx # y for some /I E K. But since the commutator of two powers of 
an element x vanishes, the problem reduces to determining if the product 
x # y is power-associative. Okubo and Myung [8] have shown that &(l + 1) 
under the product x # y is not power-associative. Thus, /I = 0, A OE K is a 
Lie algebra, and so consequently is A. 1 
4. CONSEQUENCES OFTHEOREMS 2.1 AND 3.7. 
In this section we investigate algebras of the type described in Section 2, 
under the additional assumption that W- is solvable. In this situation W- is 
the solvable radical of A -, and it is a direct summand of A- since 
[S;, W- ] = 0 for all i. We derive consequences of Theorems 2.1 and 3.7 for 
such algebras, and develop a criterion for their simplicity. We conclude with 
a discussion of some of the properties that are desirable consequences of a 
notion of semisimplicity, and provide an example to show that all these 
properties cannot be achieved for flexible Lie-admissible algebras. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Assume A is a jlexible Lie-admissible algebra over a 
field F of characteristic 0 with subspaces S, ,..., S,, R such that the Levi 
decomposition of A - is given by A - = S; @ . . . @ S; + R -, where R - is 
the radical of A- and S; is a central simple Lie algebra for each i. Suppose 
further that R - is a direct summand of A- (that is, [S;, R - ] = 0 for all i). 
Then R is a subalgebra of A, and there is a flexible Lie-admissible product *i 
on Si such that either 
(1) x*iy=f[xy] or 
(2) S; is of type A, for I> 2 over F and for some j?xed /3 E F, x * i y = 
i [xy] + px #y where x # y is as in Theorem 3.7. 
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In addition, there are elements a ,,..., a,, in R with [ai, R] = 0 for all i, and 
linear functionals T, ,..., T, in R vanishing on [RR] such that multiplication 
in A is given by 
xa = T,(a) x = ax forxESi, aER, 
xy = 0 forxESi, yESi,i#j, 
Xy=X*i.Y+K,(X,y)ai for x,yESi 
where Ki( , ) denotes the Killing form on S;. 
Proof The assumptions imply that R = R,, and hence, by Lemma 1.3, R 
is a subalgebra of A. Since R- is a direct summand of A-, we are in the 
situation of Theorem 2.1 with R = W, and so the result there describes the 
multiplication in A. The algebra Si under the product ei is a flexible Lie- 
admissible algebra with S; central simple, and so the remainder of the 
corollary follows from Theorem 3.7. I 
The next result, which is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1 and 
Corollary 4.1, characterizes flexible Lie-admissible algebras A with A - 
reductive. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let R be any commutative algebra, and S,,..., S, be 
any jlexible Lie-admissible algebras. Then by the construction given in 
Theorem 2.1 for any choice of a, and Ti one can define a multiplication on 
A=S,+ .a. + S, + R so that A is a flexible Lie-admissible algebra with A- 
reductive. Conversely, if A is a flexible Lie-admissible algebra over a jield F 
of characteristic 0 with subspaces S, ,..,, S,, R such that A- = S; @ *.. @ 
S; OR-, where each S; is a central simple Lie algebra and where R- is 
the center of A-, then A has the multiplication described in Corollary 4.1 
(since R is commutative in this case, the ats are arbitrary elements of R and 
the TI)s are any linear functionals on R.) 
Remark. Okubo and Myung [9, Theorem 5.11 have proven Corollary 4.2 
in the case that there is only one simple summand and the field is 
algebraically closed. 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume A is as in Corollary 4.1, and B is an ideal of A. 
Then there is an ideal I of R and a subset TE (l,..., n} such that 
B = zjEr Sj + I. For each j E r, aj E Z and for each k 6? T, T,(Z) = 0. 
Conversely, any subspace B constructed in this manner is an ideal of A. 
Proof. Suppose B is a nonzero ideal of A and 0 # b = C xi + a belongs 
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to B, where xi E Si and a E R. If xj # 0, then there is some y E Sj with 
[xj, y] f 0. But then 0 # [xj, y] = [b, r] E B n Sj. Now B n Sj is an ideal of 
Sj under the [ , ] product, so either B n Sj = 0 or B n Sj = Sj. Thus, there 
is a subset Z c {I,..., n} such that BnS,=S, for alljEZand BnS,=O 
for k & Z’. Moreover, it follows from this argument that B = LET. Sj @ 
(Z7 n B), and the space Z= R n B is an ideal of R. If jE Z, then 
xy = x *jy + K&x, y) uj E B implies a, E I. What remains to be shown is 
T,(Z) = 0 for all k & Z. If this is not the case, then for some a E Z, r,(a) # 0 
and xu = T,(u) x E B for all x E S,. But this contradicts the choice of k, and 
so T,(Z) = 0 for all k 6YG Z’. The converse just entails a straightforward 
verification that each such subspace is indeed an ideal of A. 1 
COROLLARY 4.4. Assume A is us in Corollary 4.1. Then A is simple if 
and only tf for each subset Z c_ { I,..., n) there is no ideal Z of R with Uj E Z 
for all j E Z and with T,(Z) = 0 for all k E Z. 
COROLLARY 4.5. With hypotheses us in Corollary 4.1, if A is simple and 
R #O, then a,#0 and T,#Ofor any i. 
Proof: If a, = 0, then Si is an ideal; whereas if Ti = 0, then Cj~i Sj + R 
is an ideal. 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. Assume A is us in Corollary 4.1. Zf R is simple and 
ui f 0 and Ti # 0 for any i, then A is simple. 
Proof If B is an ideal of A, then B has the structure described in 
Theorem 4.3 with Z = 0 or Z = R. If Z = 0, then since uj E Z for all j E Z’, it 
must be that Z = 0 and B = 0. On the other hand, if Z = R, then T,(Z) = 0 
for all k 62 Z implies Z = {l,..., n}. Hence B = A in this case, and the only 
ideals in A are 0 and A. fl 
As the next corollary indicates, the number of simple flexible Lie- 
admissible algebras is large. 
COLLORARY 4.7. Let L = L, @ ..’ 0 L, @Z be any reductive Lie 
algebra with Z # 0 where Z is the center of L and each L, is a simple Lie 
algebra. Then there is a simple flexible Lie-admissible algebra A with A- 
isomorphic to L. 
Proof Suppose that Si = Li for i = l,..., n and R = Z and let u, ,..., u[ be 
a basis of R. Let a, = u, for each i, and define the linear functional Tt on R 
so that for each i T,(ui) = 1, and T,(uj) = 0 for j # 1. Let A be the vector 
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space direct sum, A = S, + .a. + S, + R, and assume multiplication in A is 
given by 
XY = 4 [xY] + K[(x, Y) ai for x,y E Si, 
xy = 0 fOrXESi, YESi, 
UX = T,(U) X = XU forxESi, uER, 
u,uj=uj=uju, for all j, 
UiUj=O forifj, i# 1 and j# 1, 
uf=u, for all j. 
Then A is a flexible Lie-admissible algebra by Theorem 2.1. An easy 
calculation shows that R is simple (in fact it is a simple Jordan algebra of a 
quadratic form), and since a, # 0 and Ti # 0 for any i, Corollary 4.6 implies 
that A is simple. 
I 
Combining Corollary 3.9 and Theorem 4.3 we have 
COROLLARY 4.8. Assume A is a flexible Lie-admissible algebra over u 
field F of characteristic 0 with A- semisimple. Then A is the direct sum of 
simple ideals whose structure is given by Theorem 3.1. If in addition A is 
power-associative, then A is a semisimple Lie algebra. 
Remark. The assumption that the simple summands of A- are central 
over F was used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 to insure that the forms Qk( , ) 
are multiples of the Killing form. Since A- is semisimple, no such forms 
arise, and it is no longer necessary to suppose that the algebras are central. 
Earlier versions of this corollary appear in [6, 7, 91. 
The next example shows that the simplicity of A need not impose any 
restriction on the structure of R. 
EXAMPLE. Let R be any commutative algebra with basis ui,..., u,. 
Suppose T, ,..., T,, are linear functionals on R defined by Ti(Uj) = 6ij, and let 
Ui=Ui+1 for 1 < i < n - 1 and a, = ul. Assume S, ,..., S, are simple Lie 
algebras and A = S, + . *a + S, + R. Then we claim that A with 
multiplication given by (2.2) with x *i y = $[xy] is a simple flexible Lie- 
admissible algebra. That A is flexible and Lie-admissible follows directly 
from Theorem 2.1. To argue that A is simple, we begin with an idea1 B in A. 
By Theorem 4.3 there is a subset r’~ (l,..., n} and an ideal I of R with 
B = LET. Sj + I. If r= (l,..., n}, then B = A, and in the opposite extreme, if 
r= 0 then B = 0. Thus, it suffices to suppose that there is some j E r with 
j + 1 @ r where we interpret the subscripts mod n. In this situation, 
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T’+,(I) = 0 by Theorem 4.3. But then, 0 = T,+,(a,) = T,+,(zq+,) = 1, and 
this contradiction shows that the only ideals are 0 and A. 
As a final consequence we illustrate how these results can be applied to 
flexible Lie-admissible algebras of small dimension. Previous results on these 
algebras have been obtained by Myung [7] under the assumption that the 
algebra is a nilalgebra. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let A be a flexible Lie-admissible algebra over an 
algebraically closed field F of characteristic 0 such that dim A < 4. Assume 
A - is nonsolvable. Then 
(1) A is a Lie algebra isomorphic to d/(2), or 
(2) A has a basis e, f h, a, and there are scalars a, ,& y in F such that 
multiplication in A is given by 
he=e=-eh, hf=-f=-fh, ef = ih + aa, 
jie = yx = xa, h2 = 2aa, a’ = /Ia, 
ax= p=xa for all x in the span of e,J h, 
and all other products are 0. 
Proof Let S, ,..., S,, R be subspaces of A such that the Levi decom- 
position of A- is given by A- = S; @ . . e @ S; + R, where each S; is a 
simple Lie algebra and R- is a solvable Lie algebra. Since A- is 
nonsolvable, a simple summand must be present, and by dimension 
arguments there is only one, and it is isomorphic to &‘(2). Therefore, if 
dim A = 3, it follows from Theorem 3.7 that A is a Lie algebra. Now if 
dim A = 4, then A - = S- + R - where R = Fb, and S- is isomorphic to 
&‘(2). Since S @ Fb is isomorphic to S as an&(2)-module, it must be that in 
A, xb and bx lie in S. But since [b, x] E R, it follows that 
[b, x] E S n R = 0. Thus, we are in the situation described in Corollary 4.1. 
Let e, h, f be a standard basis S. Then the Killing form relative to this basis 
has matrix 
0 0 4 
i 1 
0 8 0. 
4 0 0 
Now by the results of Corollary 4.1, for x, y E S, xy = f [xy] + K,(x, y) a,. If 
a, = ab, then by letting Q = 4b, we can achieve the above products. The 
remainder of the proof is a direct consequence of Corollary 4.1. 4 
One very natural question to ask about finite-dimensional f exible Lie- 
admissible algebras of characteristic 0 is whether they satisfy any structure 
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theory of the type that works so well for such classes of algebras as 
associative, Jordan, or Lie of characteristic 0. We call such a structure 
theory a Wedderburn-type theory. In order to construct such a theory, one 
first needs to define the radical of an algebra A, which is usually the largest 
ideal of A which is solvable or nilpotent in some appropriate sense. As a 
bare minimum, the radical ought to contain all ideals that square to zero. 
Then algebras which have zero radical are termed semisimple, and if the 
class of algebras under consideration is well-behaved, the semisimple 
algebras will be a direct sum of simple algebras. At the very least, if the class 
of semisimple algebras is not closed under homomorphisms, the class of 
homomorphs of semisimple algebra should not contain many radical 
algebras. With these remarks in mind, we present an example which seems to 
show that no well-behaved Wedderburn-type theory is possible for flexible 
Lie-admissible algebras, even for characteristic 0. 
Let W be any flexible Lie-admissible such that [W, W] contains no 
nonzero ideals of W (for example. W could be any commutative algebra). 
Choose a set of elements b,,..., b, of W with the property that the cosets 
bi + [W, W] for 1 < i < n form a basis of the factor space W/[ W, W], and 
for each i let ri be the linear functional on W defined by 
rj([wY w])=“, Ti(bi) = 1, 
Ti(bj) = 0 forj# i. 
We suppose that S,,..., S, are flexible Lie-admissible algebras such that 
S;,..., S; are simple. We let A = C Si + W be the algebra defined by 
xy = 0, x E Si, YE Sj and i#j, 
ax = T,(a) x = xu for a E W and x E Si , 
by letting the product of any two elements in the same Si be the same in A 
as in Si, and by letting any two elements of W have the same product in A 
as in W. Then A is a flexible Lie-admissible algebra by Theorem 2.1. 
If B is a nonzero ideal of A, then it follows from Theorem 4.3 that either 
Sj E B for some j or B is an ideal of W. In the latter case, B 5!i [W, W] by 
the choice of W, and so some b E B are not in [ W, W]. Then there exists 
i E {l,..., n} such that i”,(b) # 0, giving S, = T,(b) = bSi E B. We have shown 
that every nonzero ideal of A contains one of the Si)s. Conversely each Si is 
clearly an ideal of A which is simple as an algebra. Thus, the minimal ideals 
of A are exactly the SI)s and they are all simple. Furthermore, A/z S, Z W. 
Suppose now that a Wedderburn-type theory has been developed for 
flexible Lie-admissible algebras of characteristic 0 and that the algebra A 
constructed above is semisimple. Then the class of homomorphs of 
semisimple algebras contains W, and hence all commutative algebras 
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~c~uding all ni~~tent commutative algebras and algebras which square to 
zero. On the other hand, if A is not semisimple, then one of the SI)s must be 
in the radical. Since the S~S could have been made isomorphic to each other 
and since any simple algebra S with S- simple could have been used in the 
construction of A, it follows that all simple algebras S with S- simple must 
be in the class of radical algebras, including the algebras described in part 
(ii) of Theorem 3.7. Thus, this example seems to indicate that any 
Wedderburn-type theory for flexible Lie-admissible algebras (even for 
characteristic 0) will either have too many semisimple algebras or too many 
radical algebras to be very useful. 
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